New Renault DUSTER
What’s stopping you?
The new Renault DUSTER is ready to take on anything. If the outside spells adventure, the inside exudes style. The new dual winged front grille, the distinctive gun metal finish alloy wheels, the signature waterfall LED tail lamps and kayak roof rails are complemented by the inviting crimson-black interiors. Escaping the city was never so stylish.

Designed for adventure

When was the last time you breathed pure mountain air? Or saw a forest cloaked in white? Or heard a tiger call announce dawn?

When was the last time you turned off the road and into an adventure？

The new Renault DUSTER is your license to go beyond the boundaries of the city. It’s an escape from the everyday routine. It’s an invitation to meet the great outdoors face to face.

The lines that start from the new dual winged front grille muscle their way to the rear. The iconic stance is complemented by new design details that enhance its premium look. AMT makes zipping out of the city a breeze. While new soft touch interiors ensure the ride is more comfortable than ever.

Get ready for new adventures with the new Renault DUSTER. What’s stopping you?
If you have the desire to get away from the everyday rut, the new Renault DUSTER has the technology for it. The cruise control, electrically adjustable and foldable ORVMs with turn indicators and multi-information display make driving easier. The innovative 7-inch MediaNAV entertains and navigates while enabling hands-free calling.

The new Renault DUSTER also comes with India’s first 6-speed AMT which delivers a comfortable drive. Furthermore, the driver can change his preference and switch to manual transmission at any time on the drive.

Enjoy every challenge
World-class safety and security features ensure you are in complete control even on unfavourable terrains. State-of-the-art features like ABS, ESP® and EBD with Brake Assist keep you in control no matter what. Dual front airbags are designed to absorb heavy impacts. The impact sensing door unlock allows a quick exit from the car while the speed sensitive auto door lock intelligently locks the door. The Hill Start Assist which holds your car for 2 seconds makes for an effortless uphill drive on challenging terrains while the monocoque body provides increased torsional rigidity, handling and protection. The reverse parking camera with guidelines and rapid deceleration warning provides more safety. Get set for a new adventure without thinking twice.

Safety comes first

Getting away from the comforts of the city is not difficult at all. The new Renault DUSTER comes with an 8-way adjustable driver’s seat (with lumbar support), front and rear armrests with cup holders, steering mounted audio controls, new auto AC and anti-pinch window system, ensuring driving comfort is not compromised.

The new Renault DUSTER also features an evolved T4 Electrical & Electronics architecture and a new CMB 10 engine compartment enabling safety and a superior driving experience.

Go beyond the comfort zone, comfortably